ROOIKAT HOK VANG WENK
Rooikatte is maklik om te vang want hulle is dom, maar hierdie klein wenk sal
meer hulp. Remember cats like Rooikatte LOVE TO MOVE AND TRAVEL IN A WIND,
typically an easterly wind, SO use this to your benefit, example, look at your
records, when you have called a cat or stumbled upon one on the farm while
driving, was the wind blowing?...... yes?........ chances are that your answer is yes.
Wind

Cage at WRONG ANGLE

Incorrect

If you set a cage at a dead sheep location, or in a river wash or anyplace that you suspect a cat
to be operating in, use a cage with 2 doors NOT one, and then place the cage at the angle that
matches the easterly wind when it blows. The cats walk around in the wind, and walk into the
wind when an easterly wind blows, so if your cage is positioned at that angle he will stumble
onto your cage, see the object hanging in the cage and smell the gland lure and inspect the
sheep wool on the trap plaat, trigger plate inside the cage.

CORRECT
Easterly Wind

Dead sheep

X

Here is a drawing, if you read my website content and this link you will see that I don’t hold
back on information, all you can possibly need to know about trapping is here, BUT take note of
this tip also. http://landbou.com/bedrywe/diere/geheime-van-rooikatvang/
The cage is placed in the same line as the dead sheep in the wind channel, putting a cage or two
about 5m from the dead sheep will reap rewards normally. I have a very good friend, and he
has been catching Rooikatte for years, his attention to detail and settings brings him huge
rewards, the secret is position, cage preparation and dedication and to set more than 1 cage
per hectare, more like 6 or 7.
READ THAT LINK ABOVE, it will help, but remember the wind channel – it is very important.
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